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Dear reader,  

This blogpost is about taking firm and clear action, once several ‘bright spots’ have been explored & 

experimented.  It is one of key instruments to move from ADAPT-ing actions to ADOPT-ing what works 

towards a new positive normality.  

The content of this blogpost features 

- Examples of Change Transit Curves from the week since last blog 

- Step 3 reminder i.e. where are we in the clock model 

- HOW TO?  

- Useful metaphors 

- Working definition of a ‘switch’ action 

- Approaches to switch actions 

o 1 switch only 

o 2 matched switches, a positive and a punitive  

o A sequence of switches  

- It can be hard …  

SERIES OF BLOGPOSTS ON CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

BLOGPOST 12 – APRIL 29, 2020. 

CORONA : CHANGE IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES 
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- Worked-out fictitious example to provoke your thinking 

- The 5 line line-up (summary) 

- Post Scriptum 1 : What&how in private life?  

- Post Scriptum 2 : the Covid Time Line (in Belgium) 

(As you can see from the content table I have moved my <Observation Time Line> to the Post Scriptums. 

There are some new observations but as most of you have seen it by now, I pushed in to the back for this 

blog.   

 

BLOGPOST 12: SWITCH-A-SWITCH  /  SWITCH SWITCHES  

The last 6 days I have been sad and satisfied to see how certain Change Transit Curves unfolded.  Sad because 

we are talking about real people being affected by these curves.  Satisfied because observations of clear 

curves can highlight things to you better than I can possibly write in words.  

Especially last Thursday, day 40 since the pandemia declaration and the first measures, was an emotionally 

packed day (in Belgium).  I will show you 4 examples of The Three Clocks emerging in the media (and hence in 

the community).  

 

 

Example 1:  example of a new Change Transit Curve re ‘IMMUNITY’ 

Δ Media (last Wednesday) announce first results of random blood sample tests: immunity circa 3% 

o Surprise + bit of disbelief with several commentators and even some experts.  

o  they try in subsequent panels and TV moments to ADDRESS what might be going on 

 Relevant sample?  

 Too early samples? 

 Differences with comparator countries?  

o  some move immediately to ADAPT 

 “we should expand the study …” 

 “warning : we should no longer expect immunity from the virus spread but from the 

vaccination programs … “ 

o In the coming days (since Thursday – this part was written last Thursday) EXPLORE&EXPERIMENT 

behaviors 

  e.g. “let’s redo it in the hospitals… “   “let’s redo it in the care centers…”    “let’s redo it 

in the school…” 

  “let’s focus on certain age groups or certain professional groups (e.g. groups that can’t 

keep distance” 

  “let’s try a longitudinal cohort …”   

  “let’s increase capacity…”  

  etc 
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Illustration 61: The ‘immunity’ news started a new curve. With considerable time spent in Step 1: ADDRESS (the red zone) (please 

notice that zones in real life overlap – difficult to reflect graphically) 

 

Example 2:  example of a new Change Transit Curve re ‘OVERKILL’ 

Δ Also las Wednesday, media starts coverage of ‘number of deaths over and above historic patters’.  This 

coverage is now raging in all countries globally.  

o Denial and disbelief, espec in the UK and the USA 

 Disbelief : “Our numbers looked so good “     

“the curve was flattening” 

 Denial: “Are we sure this is from COVID?”   

“Could be other things….” 

o Experts and pundits move in to start to ADDRESS 

 My interpretation – which is a form of 

addressing, I admit – and which you might see evolving as such in the population in the 

next 4 weeks:  

 Primary excess over past years: number of people dying directly from COVID i.e. 

people with symptoms and confirmed by testing (versus last year none) 

 Secondary excess over past years: number of people dying with COVID i.e. people 

with symptoms but not confirmed by testing 

 Tertiary excess : number of people dying related to COVID i.e. people delaying 

interventions because they were afraid to go to hospitals (CVA’s; MI’s, cancer 

treatments, etc)   

o  countries trying to ADAPT asap 

 Redo the count 

 Merge different models 

 Increase testing 
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 Compare with comparator countries 

 Launching press releases and media campaigns to urge people/patients to NOT delay care 

o  some countries like Belgium who counted broadly since the beginning see their approach now 

confirmed as ánd relevant ánd effective.  They confirm ADOPT-ion of the approach as a NEW 

REALITY WINNING ROUTINE. Which is exactly the point of the adopt phase: to retain those 

explorations and experimentations that work.  

 

Illustration 62: The numbers of excess deaths started a new curve. With considerable time spent in Step 2: ADAPT (the orange zone). 

 

Example 3:  example of a new Change Transit Curve re ‘Testing’ 

Δ If you follow CNN, the NY Times or the Washington Post etc this is what you would have observed since 

last Thursday … 

Δ The Testing transit curve swinging back and forth between Step 1, 2 and 3.  With different amplitudes of 

swings depending on the state in the USA and on the perspective (of the speaker). 

o Disbelief:  “we have to keep working despite very little testing – even for medical staff. Can you 

believe that?” 

o Anger:  “They promised us millions of test but they are not there!!” 

o Step1 : ADDRESS-ing :  

 Correctly :  “Our capacity runs behind the curve …” 

 Incorrectly: “It is the fault of other parties, other players… “ 

 Varied: “Yes but you have to understand, there is a difference between antigen testing and 

antibody testing. What we need right now, I belief, is ….” 

o Step 2: ADAPT-ing:  

 We will use what we have for health care professionals first and foremost... 

 We will scale up as we get extra supplies 

o Step 3:  EXPLORE & EXPERIMENT TO SEE WHAT BEST PRACTICE TO ADOPT RIGHT NOW 
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 We need to not fight state versus state for whom gets the most supplies. We must find a 

way to work together 

 We might consider opening the economy before we are fully loaded on testing 

 

Illustration 63: The swings in announcements regarding the testing created swings back and forth between ADDRESS and ADAPT, and 

WHAT TO ADOPT? (the red, orange and yellow zones) 

 

 

Example 4:  example of a new Change Transit Curve re ‘Track & Trace’ 

Δ Last Friday:  A ‘nice’ example of a relapse to previous phases : <Track & Trace > 

o Several countries were already deep into Step3: ‘Explore & Experiment’ when it comes to 

Track&Trace. According to the press releases of a number of developers across Europe and the 

USA, some were even talking as if they were in Step 4: full (re-)engagement and full (re-) 

commitment leading to ANCHORING of effective new best practices.  Alas, for some of the latter 

this now proves to be rather a Tarzan swing. Some missed the next vine/liana, some hit the tree, 

some felt short of the breadth of the river…. 

o Denial & disbelief:  especially in the Dutch media (The Netherlands)  

o Anger & resistance: 

 Anger: “how is this possible? Did they fool us?  

 Resistance: “no way we will give them taxpayers ‘money until they have something that 

works….” 

o Commentators and experts moved in to ADDRESS 

 How is this possible?  

 What precisely is happening?  

 What else is going on?  

 Did we miss something?  
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o Govs racing to ADAPT quickly 

 We need to inform the public 

 We will need manpower as much as we need technology.  (in Belgium 2000 FTE’s; in a UK 

newspaper on Thursday “an army of people” 

 We need to stagger the move from containment to mitigation even more 

o Firms, inventors, engineers are re-loading their explore & experiment armamentarium  

 

Illustration 64: The <Track&Trace> curve is going forward and backward a number of times. This is quite common in disruptive change. 

 

I’ll give you a 5th example. One that I regrettably anticipate to start its Change Transit Curve / Change Clocks 

somewhere between week 2 and week 4 of May. And I sincerely hope I am wrong. That it will not be a curve 

we will be running behind.  

 The curve being: Observation/notification of increased mental health problems. In a wide range.  

From post-traumatic stress related problems for front line workers to post domestic violence 

problems (! Children) to feeling of devastating loneliness. Also, increased sudden hospitalization 

for mental issues, substance abuse and, sadly, even suicides.  

   

 

Despite the examples above there is a lot of good news too. Many hospitals, many organisations, are 

venturing forward and backward between ADAPT-ing to new discoveries and ADOPT-ing things that have 

already shown to work. 

 Hospitals: discipline of separate work stream is probably to remain a winning routine even if 

COVID mutates, or no drug is found within 3 years, or no vaccine is found within 3 years. 

 Multil-level stock keeping.  Small but strategic stocks of essential safety material is going to be 

stored and maintained at multi-levels: hospitals, wholesalers, care homes.  

 Companies:  
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o Protection of co-workers : Plastic shields at cashiers, contactless paying replacing 

progressively code keying for amounts up to 50€ 

o Multi-modal (digital)  interaction : not physical only (never again) and not ‘Zoom’-only 

(also never again):   

 Audio and/or video 

 Plenary and break-out groups 

 1-0-1 as well as huge WebEx (e.g. 30.000 participants for medical congresses) 

(city-to-citizens open access communications) 

 Televoting 

 ‘Infinite’ white-boards; jam-boards 

 Families  

o Increased use of bikes for short distances 

 Cities 

o Increased investments in bicycle commuting (as it is neither in a cramped space nor with 

several persons on one bike...)  

 

Of course, to remain a new ‘Winning Routine” (*) any newly adopted group/societal behaviour must proof to 

be  

 Relevant  
o I.e. it wins what it is supposed to win. It wins what it is built to win in the next positive 

normality.  (i.e. it is not just a digital/virtual translation of the previous way of operating in 

the previous normal)  

 Sustainable 

o  I.e. ergonomically executable; i.e. it can be sustained without constant new addition of 

extraordinary effort. It can be done without exhausting resources (see the 11 o’clock tool: 

Smooth & Shape).  

 Profitable 
o Or in the case of society / not for profit organisations : have a sustainable cost structure 

Only then is it worthwhile for companies/organisations to move that new routine to the final change 

maturation stage i.e. ANCHOR.   

(*) ‘Winning Routines’: this jargon was introduced by 

me in 2015 and published in the book ‘The Sidera’ – On 

Teamship  
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Illustration 65: Step 3 is the phase to be daring. To be ‘at bat’. To clone rapidly things that work. To scale up boldly things that work. To 

mutate core new practices into a diversity of species so that it can work in a diversity of circumstances. To fine-tune practices until 

they work so well that they can be ADOPT-ed as ‘new reality best practices’. 

Step 3 is the time to be daring, work out of the box, start up ‘impossible’ things, move faster, fail forward, do 

things and ask forgiveness later instead of asking permission upfront, and many other things that can move 

the whole change into new positive normality.  

 

 

HOW TO?  

As teams, organizations and societies in this phase witness a flurry of activity, there is 

something to be mindful of :  the following risk:  when too many initiatives are rolled 

out at the same time, it is possible that we will never know which were the ones making most of the 

difference.  I know. When you write it like this it seems self-evident.  Duhh! But under disruptive change, the 

pressure to launch ‘do good’ or ‘feel good’ actions is so huge that the idea sometimes get buried. Also FOMO 

at a grand scale: no company, no region in Europe, no state in the great US of A want to be the last one to 

enter the re-entry phase of the economy….  

“When too many initiatives are rolled out at the same time, 

 we risk ending up not knowing 

which ones give what returns.” 
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Why does this matter?  Because on the ones that truly represent a break-through we should double up after 

the experimentation work. These are the 

practices, the ways-of-working that we 

should ADOPT to thrive in the ‘beyond’ times. 

These are the ones we should ANCHOR into 

the organization and into society. (see Step 4: 

ANCHORING in a few blogs) 

On the initiatives that make less or little 

difference we should be decisive.  Decrease 

or stop investing time, people, money, data, 

energy. Bin them. Put them in the freezer. 

For resources typically grow limited if not scarce in the re-entry phase. 

 

The metaphors that work best for me are  

- The railroad switch 

- An airplane or helicopter cockpit 

- Levers  

I like the railroad switch because it illustrates for me that I am changing track.  

Example:  I used to be on a track enjoying regularly one evening drink, with or 

without snacks, and….  Two months ago (February) my physician told me my 

BMI is too high.  Not good. Even less good in COVID times. So I need to 

change. A little bit less of everything doesn’t seem sustainable to me. There 

will be too many relapses.   

I need to make a switch.  A switch. 

ONE switch.  I need to get started. One 

switch. One that is AND relevant AND 

relatively easy to sustain for years. So 

beyond the ‘crisis motivation’. What 

switch do you recommend me to 

activate??? 

- Drop the whisky or wine glass in the evening? Or the occasional Belgian Beer?  

- Abandon snacks? (I am eating nuts while I am typing this blog…)  

- Read less books & mags and exercise more? 

- Not do mails or copywriting anymore between 8pm and 10pm? 

- Not take a second plate of something I like a lot? 

- Reduce Belgian chocolate? 

- Something else?  
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“What is it I (really) want?” you will ask. .. (a typical 

coaching question). I have always liked adventure 

trips.  I don’t need to have a ‘sculpted’ or beautiful 

body. I don’t need to be an athlete or part of a 

sports team (anymore). As long as my condition is 

good enough to go to natural open spaces. The 

mountains. The woods. … 

 

I also like the cockpit switch image.  It symbols for me that 

even complex things – like flying a plane) is ultimately a 

sequence of actions. To be learned and mastered one by 

one. The total tableau is daunting. Each individual switch 

looks tiny.  

When I was young, i.e. when the animals were still talking, I 

operated for almost 2 years on a Global Commercial 

Restructuring Program, assisted by McKinsey teams.  In 

those days one of their mantras was ‘MECE’.  (now on 

Wikipedia).  It stands for Mutually Exclusive Collectively 

Exhaustive.  Meaning, in the analyses in which we were 

tearing apart complexity we worked until we reduced complexity to SINGLE non-overlapping factors (or work 

pieces). Whilst making sure we had ALL the factors (or work pieces) to complete the picture.  This is exactly 

what a cockpit full of switches does for a pilot.   

It separates the complexity of flying into individual commands. Leading to immediate feedback on whether 

the command was (a) relevant and (b) effective.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPROACH 1:   “ Switch-1-Switch ”  

Working definition (so not really an academic definition, but one that can work under heavy change)  

- A “switch” is a critical move executed in a synchronised way by all (or by a large 

percentage of the people of the entity affected). 

Example: all citizens are starting to wash hands on March 13th. 
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“ A switch is a critical move 

executed in a synchronized way 

by those concerned.” 

Hence, a series-of-switches is an sequence of critical moves executed jointly by all concerned.   

To create a new positive normality ‘switches’ should 

ideally work like ‘levers’. Meaning, the effect is 

disproportionally larger than the effort. 

 

Examples 

 A few years ago an automotive company decided to 

drastically scale back its (expensive+physical) participation to the huge automotive fairs (Autosalon/Salon 

de l’Automobile).  In favour of more digital and less expensive programs. 

o Do you think this was an easy decision at that time?  Do you think this switch was clear cut 

enough for all managers and salespersons across Europe (All fairs by Geneva)? Do you think they 

are in a rather good position now that Covid strikes?  

 A few years ago a major bank suddenly announced it would over a 3 year period cut its branch offices 

with more than 50%.  In favour of mobile banking. 

o Do you think that was an easy decision at that time? Do you think this switch was clear cut 

enough (-50%!)  to generate in depth change after activation? Do you think they are in a rather 

confuse/opaque position now with Covid?  

 

To be effective over large groups it works better when – like in aviation or surgery –  

a- It is clear what the switch move is for 

b- It is clear how to properly execute the switch move 

This refers to the pitfalls seen in daily life and daily habits. Especially the creeping in of sloppiness or the taking 

of shortcuts or of the mentality of < I know best what to do for myself>.  

In daily life we see critical moves executed in three possible ways:  

- Done correctly.  Again and again. And again.   

o This indicates that the person masters ànd the substance ànd the execution 

- Done so and so. Or just-about-good-enough. Or one time correctly another time not.  

o This indicates that the person understand the essence of the move but is still struggling with 

the execution. 

- Done badly/wrongly 

o This indicates that the person has got the essence wrong. (the person might even be 

executing to perfection something that is not demanded from her).  

(don’t think big here: even washing your hands correctly for minimum 1 minute for 3 to 10 times a day for 7 

weeks is a tough new habit …  )  
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So often in large scale change, we have to ‘script’ the switch.  To describe what type of execution we see as 

fit for purpose.  Like the Belgian Gov does very well with the website on how to DIY face masks at home. More 

on ‘scripting’ in the blogpost on the 11 o’clock tool <Shape & Smooth>. 

 

What is the value then of using switch-like approaches?  

When a same/similar action is demanded from a large group of colleagues/customers/citizens it leads to co-

thinking and co-creating.  

- Not to be fooled: initially there is always resistance and objections from both ends of the distribution 

curve (even if it is not a Gauss one )  

illustration 66:  for any switch switches up to 15% will  consider it way too much too soon and up to another 15% will consider it too 

little too late.  The emotional parts of this can often be handled by making minor adjustments short after the decision making. And by 

providing clarity on when enough feedback would likely be available to assess the course-of-action.  

 

- When people see the action instruction is not open for renegotiation – at least not until feedback is 

coming in on the effects -  people start co-inventing on how to make it work.  This is where all the 

power of mutational experimenting is unleashed !!  The value of an instruction is not in the 

instruction itself. It is in the unleashing and rallying of all creative powers to make the instruction 

work and on improving on it.   

 

The value of an instruction is not in the instruction itself. 

It is in the unleashing and rallying of all creative powers 

 to make the instruction work and in improving on it.   
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When change has to be rolled out to larger groups (*), or when personal change is tough, it is best not to go 

too broad in variety of implementation. 

(*) ‘large’ here can be defined as: “when you cannot 

discuss the change with each colleague/citizen individually on a 

regular base; e.g. from 50 to 75 persons onwards...)  

It can then be an action recommendation to identify a key switch. And just switch this one.  Just 1 switch but 

then applicable to all 50, 100, 500, or 5000 staff members. Like a huge train with many wagons switching from 

one track to another track.   

 

Examples 

Non-Covid related examples  

- The ‘Energiewende’ announced in Germany in 2010 demanded all 

citizens+companies to participate in a switch to a low carbon 

society. 

- The ‘America First’ mantra of D.J. Trump (sorry it is his real name – I 

didn’t invent it...) demanded that all future decisions would be looked 

at from the perspective of putting USA interests first. 

- General Electric under CEO Jack Welch made the switch in the 

eighties that they would never again engage in an industry in 

which they could not be the #1 or #2 player. 

- The Brexit (no political comment meant) implies that the future of Britain must be pursuit outside the 

European framework. Restoring sovereignty. Taking back control. 

- A ‘variable cost of driving’ Act (‘rekening rijden’) in Belgium would have induced a single switch aiming 

to at the same time address the traffic congestion and at the same time the transition to a more low 

carbon society.  

Corona-related examples: 

- Early on Germany activated strongly the switch of activation regional and local diagnostic facilities for 

testing 

- From the very beginning Austria decided that test must happen outside the hospitals. 

- France and Spain decided that the most strict possible version of Stay at Home / stay of the streets 

would be the significant switch/lever. 

- Sweden decided that activating the natural citizens’ common sense and sense of community would be 

the decisive factor 

- Early on Belgium decided to count all Covid-related deaths as the decisive move on getting a complete 

picture. Not just Covid-confimed (by test) deaths.  

- There are cases know of huge differences between covid cases in care home in adjacent communes.  

In as far possible to assess they often seem related to the very early activation of just one single 

switch.  

 

The nature of the switch can take many forms:   

- Prohibition  

o No drink & drive; no covid crowds (samenscholingen) 

- Imposing a measure 

o Germany : face masks imposed on all public transports 
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- Dropping a habit / a convenience 

o Using paper money (instead use contactless paying) 

o Coming too late to meetings (like in the days of physical meetings) 

- Setting a new due date/  new timeframes  

o  I remember switching/having to switch worldwide at a company from submitting the month 

numbers (P&L) to head-office from previously day 5 following the end of the month to now 

day 3 following the end of the month. 

o One multinational I know of asks its managers to only come forward with 90-day outcome 

proposals as long as covid runs 

- Regulation a new flow pattern  

o E.g. a new traffic flow plan in a city 

o Fiscal shift from tax-on-labour to tax-on-consumption; or from tax-on-possession (car) to tax-

on-utilisation (roads). 

- Setting/imposing a new perspective and/or new decision making criteria 

o Energiewende 

o America First  

 

 

In Corona times.  

Think about companies adapting their operations.  When does a MT 

decision looks, feels, sounds like a switch?  

Imagine two similar companies. Company A issues an executive order: “We 

will not do any more international travel at all until January 1st, 2021. (*). At 

all.  So neither for company travel nor for any symposia.  This will put us in a 

better position to protect our most precious resource – our talents and their 

home situation – and it will protect out bottom-line trough cost savings.       

(* of course, barring a very limited amount of traveling to regulatory authorities or emergency issues e.g. 

factory fire or earthquakes or terrorists threats).” 

Company B issues the following statement:  “We don’t know when the containment measures will allow us to 

travel internationally.  We ask you to work for now by digital means and we will come back to you as soon as 

we can with further instructions.” 

I am simplifying, I know. But surely you can see that in situation B the outcome will be ‘modulation of previous 

best practices’.  The workforce will explore and experiment, maybe even as much as in situation A, but the 

likelihood that new normality best practices emerge or that modulated best practices get genuinely ANCHOR-

ed into the organisation are smaller.  

“The advantage of activating clear and precise levers 

 is that it will stimulate the whole organisation 

 to invent transformations that  

are relevant to the preferred next reality.” 
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Proximus – a large phone and network provider in Belgium - on average days had circa 5000 people in their 

Brussels  Head Office. Three weeks into March only 50 persons per day… 

Would you think that a flurry of instructions to all staff – preferably slightly different from HR than from line 

management than from the Works Council, am being sarcastic - will get the job done to organise the re-entry 

from Working From Home to Return To Base?  The fact that we need a diversity of measures (since we don’t 

know yet which ones will provide best returns) does not automatically imply that we have to launch them all 

at the same time or to everybody.  

 

 

APPROACH 2:   “ Switch-2-Switches that relate to each other ”  

Another option is to activate 2 related ‘switches’. Most often ‘related’ means  

- 1 ‘positive’ switch. A switch-in featuring a behaviour that is part of the new 

desired habit, the positive new normality. 

- 1 ‘negative’ switch. A switch-out of a behaviour of the now undesirable habit.  

 

Examples 

Non-Covid related examples  

 A worldwide switch to SAP.  

 Positive switch:  

o “All new clients and newly approved 

preferred vendors have to be introduced into 

the new SAP system directly from <date> “. 

 Dedicated SAP-trained in-house 

colleagues + an SAP-company help 

line as well as SAP online tutorials 

will assist you. 

 Punitive switch:  

o “Beyond <date> no financial or order entries will be possible anymore in the previous legacy 

system.”  

 All staff will receive an on-line training before this date. Next year SAP fluency will be part 

of the Performance Appraisal Programme.  

 

 A worldwide switch to interactions with government personnel 

A worldwide switch regarding how employees can/cannot interact with government-related customers, 

government officials or civil servants (the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002)  

 ‘positive switch’:  

o “All worldwide employees to receive a mandatory classroom training + a web-based training plus 

an online test+certificate.”  including the support of a local point-of-contact.” 

 ‘punitive switch’:   
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o “All government-related customers automatically become off-limits for all non-listed, non-

approved, non-qualified personnel.”  And become automatically off-limits for all non pre-approved 

procedures. The move will be tracked by bi-annual audits. 

 

Corona-related examples: 

 Opening up of businesses 

o ‘positive switch’:  

  All ‘close encounter/customer touching’ business will open on <date>. Providing they can 

present a written document detailing compliance with Gov instructions. It will be left to 

the management of the entities how they intend to realise the health&safety imperatives 

o ‘punitive switch’:   

 Inspections will be done at 3 levels 

 Gov/authorities inspections/audits : will selectively be done in nation-critical 

industries (e.g. nuclear power centrals/food processing) and randomly (like in 

randomised trials) for other industries 

 Municipalities will do targeted inspections 

 Company proprietary self-inspections (the company has to demonstrate that it is 

actually doing self-inspections to enforce adherence to their own Rules of 

Engagement).  

 

Company/Organisation-related examples 

o Switch 1: We require every employee to be digitally contactable between 08:30 am and 16:30 

am. To that effect every employee involved in regular remote work will be equipped by the 

company with a full ‘WAHO package’ = Working At Home Office package.  (PC+large screen+cable 

costs partly paid for+printer-scanner+headset+ etc etc). This kit will remain property of the 

company and has to be returned upon separation.  

o Switch 2: We require every employee to maintain her digital/mental health as much as her 

physical health.  To that effect everybody will have the right to go ‘off-the-digital-grid’ from Friday 

evening 4pm till Monday morning 08 am.  

 

 

Private life example 

 ‘switch-in’:  

o To give yourself the liberty to do 5’ of meditation or 5’ of yoga or a 5’ walk before breakfast 

(instead of doing mails before breakfast) 

 ‘switch-out’:   

o To NOT work beyond 10pm until there is more clarity on Corona. To NOT work on Sundays until 

there is clarity on Corona (only exception: to read Geri’s blogs  . I am making this joke because I 

see several readers reading the blogs on late evenings or on weekends  )  
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APPROACH 3:   “ Switch Switches”  (i.e. a precise sequence of mission critical switches like in 

aviation or nuclear plants. ”  

In the case of corona: Week 2 of March  

Switch 1:  Friday 13th March <Stay at home>; If must leave your home in a way that you can’t avoid seeing 

other people: then (a) keep your distance at all times and (b) wash your hands thoroughly after every return à 

la casa.  

Switch 2:  If you feel sick, quarantine yourself immediately; <call a first line physician – don’t go straight to the 

emergency ward>  

Switch 3: the GP will refer you to a <triage place> (for confirmation). There the decision will be taken to go 

back to self-isolation or to hospitalisation.   

 

 

Think for example about it as switching one switch PER TRANSIT CURVE.  

There are always several transit curves going on. For example: 

 a cash flow curve for the whole company, 

 a behavioural one for factory floor workers, 

 a legal one to secure liabilities 

 a health & safety one, 

 a digital fluency one... 

“If you want something in life  

that you have never had,  

you need to do something  

that you have never done,  

and  

you need to stop doing something 

that you have always done.” 

Zius © 2015 
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There are ample opportunities to be 

like a fighter pilot in full battle or a 

private pilot with hundreds of people 

on board in a turbulent weather 

pattern.  

Also, it is of course permitted if not 

commendable to activate several 

switches one AFTER another. (as a 

train would do over his trajectory or a 

pilot would do in flight.  Say, as our 

governments do: 1 major switch on 

Friday March 13th: Stay Home!  

Beware: in an ideal world – which disruptive change is anything but - the sequence of switching takes account 

of the delay until feedback coming in.  

I find it excellent that for Corona  Govs (governments) are staggering mission critical switches 2 weeks 

apart. We know the disease goes from spreading-to-sickness in circa 10 days. Counting a few days for 

feedback data to come in and be consolidated, the activating of separate but sequential switch 

actions every 2 à 3 weeks is definitely Good Disruptive Change Practice.  Where possible there needs 

to be consistency between the staggering of the actions and the speed of feedback coming in.  

 

 

IT CAN BE HARD ….  

It can be difficult, even very difficult in disruptive or opaque change or chaos to identify what switches to 

switch.  

Even more so when one starts looking at potential leverage/multiplier effects. It is one thing to identify a 

switch that is actually effectively changing the track of things. It is even more difficult to speculate how great 

the lever is. I.e. how great or small the leverage effect is of specific measures.  

 

Illustration 67: It is hard though, really hard to find WHAT SWITCH will make the most impact  
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But it matters… so much… 

 

 

A tip: if you can’t find the switch by direct observation, try indirect observation.   

Example:  You have activated a number of tactics/steps to turn negative/disruptive change into 

positive/innovative change.  But it doesn’t seem to progress as the MT would have thought.  

 

Then observe:   

“What seems to be holding back the switching?” 

 

 Is it ‘mechanical’ problems? Logistical problems?  

 A communication problem? Buy-in challenges? 

 Is it ‘behavioural’ challenges?  Legal framework missing?  

 The expected feedback data are not flowing in? are too messy?  

 Other … 

 

Especially behavioural challenges can be ‘wicked’.  I have misjudged this a number of times myself.  Also now, 

again, I see many companies - all with the best intentions - operate by the (intellectual) mantra that “Big 

Challenges Call For Big Solutions.”  Hmm, true as this might be in Times of Continuity, or for non-human things 

– e.g. mounting enormous amounts of money to prevent an economic standstill – this is rarely true for 

behavioural change in disruptive times. Whether for a single person or a societal crowd.  Even less for 

emotional matters than for behavioural matters.  Why?  
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Imagine a colleague who is a bit under distress.  Not only is she already part of a ‘larger-than-her’ crisis. Now, 

after the management announcement (on the Big Solution), she is also part of a ‘larger-than-her-solution’.  

Huh?  How will she do you think? What will her first reactions be?  

 

Where appropriate the switch approach will allow you to formulate solutions that are smaller than the 

problem.  Where relevant the switch approach will allow you to set a small visible goal. And 

then, as that goal gets reached, to redo it again and again and again. As success builds, hope 

will build. And even more important than hope, self-confidence will build. And that person, 

who used to be distressed, will rise to the occasion.  

 

Examples of hard choices 

Business related examples 

 Is it <working from home> or is it <top notch cash management>?  

 Is it <massively investing in systems+software to maintain and sustain best possible internal 

communication>? Or is it < invest in new/novel customer connection software>? Or is it <?? >  

 Is it <delaying the merger integration and focusing on essential tasks and roles>?  Or is it <accelerating the 

integration to create rapidly cost synergies that will help buffer the corona related losses>? 

 For package delivery companies  (a sector when everything is delayed due to the tsunami of packs being 

sent)   

o Should we <give preference to loyal customers over new customers to beat competition and beat 

customer expectations>?  OR 

o <Should we recruit temp workforce and not care for profit or loss, only for market share>? Or 

should we <increase prices and protect margins> (cfr demand is higher than supply anyway)?  

 

 

Corona related examples 

 Is it <massively investing in digital systems and software for all schools asap>?  Or is it <trying to recruit 

temp teaching personnel>  

 Is it 1 massive switch : <Whether a Tomorrowland party or a Champions League event, or a museum 

opening, in all cases police will sanction the organiser if participants can not respect 1.5 meter distance at 

all times and/or will sanction the participants if they will not respect the 1.5 meter distance at all 

times…”? or is it another switch? For example the state investing massively in the new upcoming device 

(bracelet) that will beep if you approach another bracelet closer than 1.5 meter>? 

 Across Europe it seems that  between 1 in 6 and 1 in 7 Covid patients are actually health care staff. If true 

and not an artefact from the testing bias than that is mindboggling. What can that tell us about what 

switch(-es) to switch early versus other switches later?  

 

Finally, to give hope when confronted with difficult leadship dilemmas, consider the following ancillary 

benefit. When you people, or your customers or citizens will enter the fatigue phase, there will be relational 

benefits too.  Other than the good it does, it helps with at least 3 phenomena that impair the progress to 

positive change:  
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o “What looks like resistance is often a lack of 

clarity” (ref) 

 The face mask saga (all across the world btw) 

proves that after disruptive change all progress 

to a new positive normality needs both process 

intelligence and emotional intelligence.  

o “What looks like laziness is often exhaustion of 

fatigue.” (ref) 

 Talk to persons, not just to the people. 

o “What looks like a people problem is often a 

pathway problem.”  (ref)  

 Have you scripted how you see the switch action to be learnable? doable? executable? 

sustainable? simple? 

 Are you removing obstacles (red tape, prejudices, physical limitations, etc) so that people 

cán progress and perform. 

 Are you (very) visible/approachable on the work floor?  Or only in your ‘war room’ + in 

‘town halls’? 

 (We will see more on this in the 11 o’clock technique ‘Smooth & Shape’)  

 

Ref: Chip & Dan Heath, book ‘Switch’  

 

In short:  The 5 line line-up:  

 “It is not because it is 

complex that it has to be 

complicated.” Find 

sophisticated solutions, not 

complicated solutions 

 The more clear a switch is 

more clear the environment 

will feedback you whether it 

was beneficial, neutral or 

detrimental.  

 If you activate too many switches/handles/levers at the same time, you will not get the quality feedback you 

need to correct your course. When using a sequence of mission critical switches try to interspace for 

feedback. 

 In large group change it is better to activate one switch in several domains that several switches in one 

domain. (cfr train example – physically block access to certain seats with tape or so, so that people keep 

distance without emotional or energy drainage)  

 Especially in individual behavioural change – it is more productive to activate one switch at a time. One that 

you can handle and sustain.  
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Wishing you well!  

More, soon!   Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Geri.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31 

References:  

References:  

#1: ‘On Change’; A.G. Zius, © 2014.  

#4: ‘Switch’, Chip & Dan Heath.  

#5: ‘Change Anything’; Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny et al. 

 

For other text on Leadship, Teamship, Change and Trust, please consult  

- The publication website www.zius.net 

- My LinkedIn page containing several more brief yet illustrated blogposts https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-

meta-zius/  

 

 

END OF BLOGPOST AN SICH 

 

TEASING EXERCISE (in Post Scriptum 1) 

 

To tease you/your team a bit I have worked out a little imaginary example.  Can you see how – by me creating 

a rather scripted set of switches – it is much easier for you and your team to:  

 AND provide (equally) precise feedback of what works well enough to be ADOPT-ed as new 

practice and what doesn’t work well enough to propel us ahead of competition in the new 

positive normality 

 AND start co-inventing, co-creating, co-developing improvement to this ‘line of sight’ switch?  

 

And can you see that if the switch works –obviously in a fine-tune way after concertation -  how it can become 

a lever to achieve in the end much more that what the switch in itself could do?  

 

Post Scriptum 1 – Teasing Exercise:  IMAGINARY EXAMPLE: “HOW TO ORGANISE 

ON-SCREEN TIME IN WAYS THAT PREVENT FRUSTRATION AND FATIGUE POLLUTING 

PERFORMANCE?” 

http://www.zius.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-meta-zius/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-meta-zius/
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The exercise reflects some basic Good Disruptive Change Practices we have commented on so far:  

 “Check-Your-Circles” 

 “Play-the-Perspectives” 

 “Find +Feelings” 

 “Bring-on-Bright-Spots” 

 “Bad-Days-Are-Good-

Data” 

 “Slice-to-Nice” 

 “Switch Switches” 

 “Seek Sherpas” 

 “Smooth-And-Shape” 

 “Script-the-Scripts” 
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Following the Belgium Security Council of Friday 24th April, the “Beehive Company 

Ltd”   issues the following guidance notes to all personnel in Europe.  

 

“Dear employees,  

“It is our concern and our goal to protect the wellbeing of all employees in the period that performance and 

cohesion will be heavily related to digital interactions. These guidances have grown from the analysis that up to 

March 2021 80% of work interactions might have to be via digital means. 

 Our goal is three-fold:  

  To protect our employees from de novo adverse effects of ongoing video meetings and 40-60+ hours per 

week screen time. To promote long term resilience and mental force. 

 To outperform customer expectations regarding durable new ways of working 

 To outperform competitor performances whilst they too are migrating to all kinds of technological platforms 

Please find below a number of guidances. You commitment and drive to making these work are much 

appreciated.  Specific feedback is always welcome at digimeets@beehive.com  (digimeets is the nickname for all 

digital kinds of meetings).  

 

Guidance for digimeets.  

 Start digimeets ON TIME and close digimeets ON TIME 

o This serves efficiency-as-a-group 

 NO back-to-back digimeets. Always a downtime in between. 

o This serves prevention of exhaustion.  

o When booking digimeets we all aim to book starting hours ‘at the hour’ or at ‘half past the hour’ 

(so meetings start  @8:00am or @08:30am, etc) 

o When booking digimeets we all aim to book closing timings at ’10 minutes before the hour’ or at 

’10 minutes before the half hour’ (so meetings end @08:50am or @09:20am, etc) 

o This will leave 10’ slack / spare time to  

 Take memory of what happened 

 Decompress / let eyes and ears rest 

 Prep the next digimeet 

 Handle home base situations 

 Practice ‘check-in’ and ‘check-outs’.  This 

o This serves to build rapport and maintain connection and cohesion  

o Check –in options 

mailto:digimeets@beehive.com
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 E.g.  use the chat function 

in the first 3 minutes to 

exchange chit chat. You can 

for example use ‘weather 

forecast ways’ to very 

rapidly share situations and 

feelings. E.g. 

(cloudy/windy/sunny/light 

breeze/showers/…). NB: 

brevity matters; it is about 

sharing stuff like we would 

be sharing body language 

signals at the water cooler; so we are not asking why your weather is as you perceive it 

– that Is for outside the digimeet). Whilst we do this the first 3 minutes everybody 

remains on MUTE until the chair opens the meet. (to avoid sub-debates already 

happening before all participants have joined)   

 E.g. share expectations of the meeting 

 Any other best habit that your team might discover and proof to be effective.  

o Check-out options 

 Each person mentions 1 things that was of value to them 

 Other  

o NB: check-ins are like warm-ups before a game. It serves to tune-in to a performance and the 

other persons correctly. They are a mandatory step in professional executive coaching.  Check-

outs are exactly like checking out from a holiday resort or before leaving a business hotel: check 

your belongings, settle your bills/commitments, look for omissions, prepare for the rest of the 

journey.)  

 Structure ways-of-working, espec speaking time. 

o This serves to not leave talent underused. E.g. more timid or reflective persons. 

o We recommend teams that meet often (i.e. team composition is stable and digimeets happen at 

regular intervals) to develop shared & agreed ways of presenting.  For example, a simple way of 

presenting that I personally used successfully for many years is the following three step 

sequence: What? So What? Now What?  

o “What?” 

 Person introduces briefly+concisely what her topic/proposal is about (i.e. the 

substance).  E.g. a new publicity effort in digital media. E.g. Covid driven amendments 

to clinical trial protocols. 1minute should do.  

o “So What?” 

 Person highlights briefly and concisely either implications & consequences (if the matter 

is to be opened to debate); or options&alternatives if the matters is ready to proceed to 

decision making). 2 or 3 minutes should do. 

o “Now What?” 

 Person offers a recommendation on what she believes should happen next in the best 

interest of the unit. E.g. a decision recommendation or an action recommendation. 2 

minutes should do. 
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 Use a time keeper  

o Especially if your software program doesn’t feature a shared 

digital clock on the shared screens 

o This serves to avoid not coming to a conclusion 

o Debate and develop terms to appoint a person who will alerts 

us that we are “@quarter-to-the-next-hour” i.e. “@time 

minus 5” from the digimeet ending.  

o Note : see also below : use visuals/meme to cut speaking time  

 Find innovative solutions/tips/tricks to cut back on speaking time 

and to minimize people talking simultaneous or cutting other 

persons off… 

o This serves as digital alternatives to body language and to maintain humor. 

o Example a person just showing in a muted way a powerpoint graphic to alert colleagues that 

only 5’ are left (life at science conference to help the speaker of an oral communication  to move 

to her conclusion)  

o The Time keeper should not be the chairperson. But still all accept her authority to do that.  

o Humoristic (pre-agreed) cartoons or meme’s can also be used to create digital body language 

instead of people having to speak out their anger or boredom or whatever 

 A conclusion is not an agreement (a saying I use when teaching decision making - ! this is not 

science based)  

o This serves to ensure that – if 

appropriate – the meeting ends with 

action points 

o Understand and agree as a team on the 

difference between a ‘conclusion’ and a 

‘decision’.  

 Timing/Slots of meetings 

o Head Office suggests to have a ban on 

digimeets between 12-13h.  

o I hear feedback that no/too little time is left to inquire how (in general) other departments are 

doing. This can lead to loss of ‘intuition’ of where the organization stands in terms of climate, 

resilience, anxieties etc. (the sort of stuff we would otherwise share on the parking lot, or by car-

to-car phoning in traffic jams, or at the water cooler etc...)  

o Structure matters a lot to preserve endurance.  People should know when they are able to have 

a meal however brief.  

 Top Focus Meets 

o Some rare meetings requite intense focus for full 45’ or full 1H30’ non-stop. Inquire on 

beforehand with the group if there is a common moment in the day during which the meeting 

can proceed with no or minimal distraction.  

o Is it early morning? Is it 1:30pm? Anything else? 

o What would help you all - e.g. all MT members - to create/develop such as special slot? What 

would have to give to create it?  

o Example. Already 13 years ago (in 2007) I split the MT meetings in a ‘communication part’ with 

mainly financial numbers that was done from home at 08:30am. Mostly Finance and GM 

commenting on the monthly numbers. In the afternoon, after everybody arrived from traffic we 
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would have the ‘debate part’ during which topics would be debate for in depth decision making 

(live at the company premises).  

 ‘Biosphere entente’ 

o This serves to ensure resilience and sustainability 

o Children; dogs, cats in the background are ok.  In the 

foreground not OK. 

o Drinking during the digimeet is OK. Eating is not unless the 

group agreed on beforehand to do so (as would be in a live 

meeting in which sandwiches were served… ) 

o Business casual attire or whatever the group wishes to agree 

on.  

o Decide in which meetings smartphone must be muted and in 

which meetings not.  

 Performance Management Motivation & Non-performance 

Corrective Actions 

o Try to make it fun to start on the clock 

 E.g. see the weather forecast or emoticon sharing in the first 3’ 

check-in.  

 E.g. have, as the first point of the agenda the voting on a decision 

that was to be taken following the debate last time. NB: like for 

politicians you have to be visual on-screen to express your vote 

(so not via black screen or via chat function) (so yes, you will have 

had to prepare your favorite mug and pen on beforehand, and 

beautied your hair or beard if that is important to you  ). 

 E.g.: have as first topic “what is the feedback from your 

department on the decision we took last MT?” 

o Incentivize strong performances. Rally the herd/the pack. Reward what works when it works. 

(cfr ADOPT and ANCHOR new successful WINNING ROUTINES). Example:  

 1st recognition/reward: when the team is complete at digimeets from start to finish 3 

times in a row (so starting in time –easy  - but also finishing the meeting at the pre-

set time – hard for enthusiast teams   ) 

 2nd recognition/reward : when the team is complete at digimeets from start to finish  5 

times in a row 

 3rd recognition/reward: when the team succeeds 10 consecutive times in a row!   

o Please discuss and develop shared/joint 

corrective action agreements for digimeets 

for which the composition is stable and the 

frequency is regular. Prompts to start your 

thinking:  

 “three strikes is out”: participants 

who join too late or quit too early 3 

times are disinvited from a next 

meet (= ‘skip-a-meet’). Instead they 

have to submit their opinion or 
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position or proposal on paper to the group. Afterwards the counter is put to zero again 

and they can participate again  

 Or, a person who comes late without 

prior notice can stay in the digimeet 

by ‘mute’ only. And will have to 

submit her views/positions to the 

group via mail within 2days. (For the 

topic(s) she missed out on). Idem ditto 

for people who have to leave early… 

 Or, having speaking rotation ways – 

so that not always the same people take up most of the speaking time. 

 (Note: most of you will find this excessive if not childish. I alert you: better to start strict 

and loosen up as new quality habits develop, than to start loose and have frustration 

and resistance brewing under the waterline later on…)  

o Develop a feedback & coaching culture on digital hygiene/etiquette and digital meeting 

performance  

 I know of one company where the company values are translated and monitored for use 

in digimeets. 

 Speak separately outside the meeting to persons not committing to the new habits/the 

new standards. Don’t do it during the meeting. Stay on focus.  (cfr THREE CIRCLES in 

blogpost nr3)  

 Create digibuddies. Persons who have an easy time speaking in concise ways or persons 

having an easy time sticking to the time. Invite them to help others who have to deepen 

their skills at that. (9 o’clock tool : ‘SEEK SHERPA’s) 

 Lead by example.  

 

 

END OF IMAGINARY EXAMPLE 
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Post Scriptum 2 – Personal Change and Switch-A-Switch /  Switch Switches   

 

Personal Change and Switch-A-Switch. 

This regards the major addiction problems but also the minor, benign vices we all have 

(a nice glass of chardonnay every day, Netflix binge watching, e-mail of Facebook 

addiction, smartphone addiction, etc etc)  

Switch-A-Switch can also be an approach for very tough personal change. Tough meaning here: change from 

very ingrained habits.  

It has been shown that one of the reasons why it is so hard to ‘unlearn’/’unswitch’ habits is that these habits 

are rewarded via our impulse transmitters, mostly dopamine.  We love to rewards ourselves, like ourselves, 

indulge, etc.  

Introducing moves so small that can be sustained works better (for most of us) than one sweeping big change.  

Switches can be activated at different levels 
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 The why and the how  

 at motive level:  example : avoid taking the chocolate 

bar by switching your thought to those 10 miles you 

want to run for a Corona benefit run later this year. 

Because of the way slipping behaviour works, even that 

can take three small steps 

 distract: do anything you can to distract you from 

opening the cupboard door – e.g. by looking to your 

garden, checking your phone, … 

 delay: make your body do something, anything 

for 60 seconds. – e.g. arrange your hair, wash 

your hands, remove stuff from the table, … 

 delete:  remove the thought that a) you did 

need chocolate and b) it would have make you a 

better/happier person today. 

 at ability level: e.g. smartphone reminder; buy a 

different taste of chocolate; keep track of your 

success days, … 

 The where and when 

 at personal level 

 identify precisely when during the day the ‘urge’ arises. Examples 

 after finishing a difficult work projects 

 only when serving coffee; not when serving thee 

 only after fatty meals; not after light meals 

 at group level 

 shift friends 

 paraphrasing from Kerry Patterson and Joseph Grenny these are people who like to make the 

same progress as you or who appreciate the same life style/outcome as you  

 sticky friends  

 (Ref. Kerry Patterson & Joseph Grenny); these are ‘false friends’ in the sense that they like 

you to stick to historical patterns because it is fun or easy or beneficial to them.  

 at structural level: small environmental = biosphere changes 

 putting the biscuits in the basement ( this works/ I’ve done it before/ now I have no basement 

anymore and my BMI feels it)  

 TV in another room that the living room;  

 PC/laptop in a corner rather than on the dining table 

  smartphone in a basket on the side after 8pm 

 

Illustration: don’t forget Slice to Nice Don’t forget SLICE-TO-NICE 

Break down the behavioural challenge until it no longer spooks you (see blogpost 7)  
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Post Scriptum 3 – Observation Timeline since Friday March 13th.  

I regret that sometimes my blogs cannot keep up with events. I have tried to predict events and 

phases so that you could anticipate them. So that information on possible approaches would reach 

you in time.  However, inevitable, on average, producing a blog takes circa 20 to 30 hours. So yes, 

circa 3 à 4 hours a day, for 5 à 6 consecutive days.  From ‘scratch’ to ‘sent’.  Nonetheless, I hope you 

will find them of value, both content wise and timewise.   

Update NR 12_end of WEEK 6 

March 2020.  The COVID-19 virus spread is taking threatening proportions and internationalising. 

Week 1 of March2020:  Governments all over Europe take measures, mostly of ‘we strongly advice’ nature. 

March 11th, the WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic; 1st fatal case in Belgium. 

Week 2 of March2020: Governments all over the World take measures, mostly of ‘we impose’ nature.  

Individuals, families, communities and nations start a massive Change Journey.  

Friday 13th of March: Strict containment measures are imposed. 

Week 3 of March2020:  Thursday 18th of March: Belgian Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a second time. 

Friday 20th of March: Belgium implements a ‘light’ borders’ closing (only people; not cargo) 

Week 4 of March 2020:  Belgium Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a third time. Measures are being tuned to 

secure effectiveness, understanding and buy-in.  

Friday 26/03, 15 days and 353 deaths after the 1st fatal case in Belgium:  No unnecessary moving around 

anymore. (again, a lot of Step 2 activities = ‘adapt’) 

Week 1 of April 2020.  Companies test more ‘innovative’/ ‘unusual’ practices.   

Friday 03rd of April.  Another ‘adapt’: The Belgian government published fine-tunings and clarifications on the 

existing measures in the Legal Gazette. No new measures for now.  

Friday 10th of April, 4 weeks after Tzero.  Curves in countries seem to flatten. Knowing this is a cluster-by-

cluster and outbreak-by-outbreak type of disaster, top caution is still enforced. 

Wednesday 15th April. The Government Security Council prolongs current measures till May 3rd. i.e. end of 

WEEK 7.   (As does Germany)  

Friday 24th April – exactly 6 weeks past the Day 1 = Friday 13th of March; ‘nice’ + ‘sad’ example of swinging 

back/relapsing of the community and media: On Friday 24th the government announces that the shops will 

open on May 11th. On Saturday experts backtrack on this. On Sunday during TV interviews the Prime Minister 

has to backtrack on this (clarifying that it will depend on the numbers improving.)  On the quality side, Gov 

does an excellent job staggering the re-entry according to the disease cycle. I.e. by making sure feedback can 

come in on a previous measure before the next one is triggered.  
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“The Three Clocks” 


